
From one small school     

   in one small town… 
 

 
 
 

 

The Great War  was a conflict on unprecedented scale, but it was 
also a tragedy made up of millions of individual stories.  
 

In 2014, to mark the centenary of the ‘war to end all wars’ Hitchin 
Historical Society  will be publishing a remarkable piece of 
research, which charts the family and military histories of no less 
than 68 former pupils of the British School in Hitchin who lost their 
lives in that conflict.  
 

Author Jean Handley  has dedicated the last three years to the 
challenging, poignant but rewarding task of tracking down those 
students turned soldiers. From the cemeteries of Hitchin to the 
battlefields of France, Belgium and beyond, Jean has painstakingly 
uncovered the stories of the ordinary individuals whose lives, and 
the lives of whose families, were thrown into chaos by a conflict 
which still touches countless families to this day. 
 

Jean’s book will be published on June 28 th 2014, 100 years to 
the day since the assassination in Sarajevo which set in train the 
events leading to war. The book launch will coincide with the 
opening of the British Schools Museum’s Exhibition;  ‘A School 
at War’ . With the support of the Western Front Association, this 
ambitious exhibition brings a global conflict into the local context, 
exploring its effects on one small school in one small town.  
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